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Reading: Twin Peaks Third Season Launches Today.

1. Read and complete the text with Present Perfect or Past Simple.

Twin Peaks Third Season Launches Today.

The cult show, Twin Peaks, directed by David Lynch __________________(not/be) on air 
for 27 years. Today, for not only hardcore fans but for viewers worldwide, finally, the time 
_____________ (come). The third season of Twin Peaks airs tonight, opening a new 
chapter in the life of the mysterious mountain town. The show _________(arrive) in 
households on the evening of April 8th, 1990 with a lot of hype, as cryptic messages 
_______(be) in TV advertisements suggesting to the viewers: “If you miss it tonight, you 
won’t know what everyone’s talking about tomorrow.” 
The high school beauty queen _______ (be) found dead, wrapped in plastic on the shore, 
which _________ (shock) the whole town of Twin Peaks. This image ________ (become) 
the show’s signature image, alongside the composer’s Angelo Badalamenti’s score. This 
track ___________ (take) only 20 minutes to compose and David Lynch __________ 
(use) this as the theme music for the entire show. Not only this, but T-shirts with “I killed 
Laura Palmer” __________ (start) to come into fashion. This central question of who the 
killer ________ (can) be _________ (be) so important that, allegedly, even Mikhail 
Gorbachev __________ (call) George W. Bush for an answer! Although, the show 
__________ already ___________ (solve) this mystery, it has another challenge: will it 
trigger the same intensity of craze among fans and armchair detectives alike, just like it 
_________(do) in the 1990s? So, tune in tonight and follow the adventure of FBI Special 
Agent Dale Cooper (and his tape recorder) who ___________ (take part in) an eerie  
murder mystery, and _____________ (investigate) the world behind the curtains. 
Mark Frost, its co-creator, says he and Lynch ________ (talk) about the idea of a reunion 
tour periodically, but in 2012, he _____ (feel) the time had come. “I _____(say) to David, 
‘The way the show _____ (be) left was unsatisfying for everybody — particularly us — and 
we have an opportunity to finish what we _________ (start).’ That ______(be) the thread 
that _________ (bring) us to where we are now.”1

And who else, than the director, David Lynch himself _________ (can) give you advice as 
how to watch the new Twin Peaks?
“The important thing is to go into another world; ideally, you’d have a quiet, dark room ... 
no interruptions.”
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2. Find synonyms for the following words/phrases in the text.

intensely royal - 
Having secrets or hidden meaning - 
Musician - 
to activate (here) - 
Break - 
chance - 
not up to expectations - 
from time to time - 
According to what has been said but not proven - 
advise, imply - 


